
Visser’s Nursery Wagon Loader instantly saves labor by 
automatically loading pots or trays onto your nursery 
wagons and trailers.  

The system easily integrates onto any existing potting line.  The 
system can load pots tight, spaced,  or offset and is programmable 
for different sizes. 

The Visser Nursery Wagon Loader is a high quality, reliable labor-
saving solution built for the nursery industry. A competitive 
price will provide a quick return on investment for growers.

The Nursery Wagon Loader works seamlessly with the Visser/
Toyota Vitoy forklift truck and pot spacing system.

Nursery Wagon Loader
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Benefits:

• High Quality

• Labor Saver

• Compatible with trays and any size of 
pot

• Can load pots tight, spaced or offset

• Positions pots/trays in perfect rows.
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Frequency controlled conveyors transport the pots along the line and onto the 
wagon loader conveyor.  As the pots arrive, the sensors on the cart loader con-
veyor allow the pots to enter one at a time and are positioned into a perfect 
row whether spaced or tight.
 
Once the pots are in place - a template spacer arm pushes the pots down a 
ramp with a slight decline onto the nursery wagon; perfectly aligned, offset and 
spaced with the previous row.  

Quick changes are done for different pot or tray sizes by selecting a new 
program and changing the quick-change pusher arm template. 
As each wagon is loaded, it advances forward row by row with an empty 
wagon moving into loading position from the train of connected carts 
following behind.



With over 20 years in the horticulture business, Bellpark Horticulture is a trusted name in 
Horticultural Automation Solutions. Serving growers in Canada and the United States the 
Bellpark team strives to provide customers with the highest quality solutions.

Our sales and project consultants realize that each grower is different and that each project 
requires a personal level of attention to detail to ensure it’s success.

Our service team is committed to offering our customers the highest level of service with 
the quickest response time. With a dedicated parts and service department our factory 
trained technicians are available when you need them.
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Since 1967, Visser Horti Systems has designed and manufactured machines and complete 
production lines for both large and small horticulture nurseries.  They are dedicated to 
producing innovative, quality greenhouse machinery.


